English News

- Funds rolled out for agriculture competitiveness project, by VT: https://bit.ly/34xkgRh
- Movement on the Vientiane to Pakse Expressway Project, by LT: https://bit.ly/3wGRWIa
- China signs USD 1.5 billion deal to purchase agricultural product from Laos, by LT: https://bit.ly/34wp6hM & read more here
- Worker deaths show toxic chemical use continues on Lao banana farms, by ASEAN Today: https://bit.ly/3vGI0PZ & read more here
Cambodians displaced by dam struggle to retain their identity, by China Dialogue: https://bit.ly/2R9yLYw
Is there such a thing as a ‘green’ SEZ in Cambodia?, by China Dialogue: https://bit.ly/3c35IgA
Myanmar junta looks to line its pockets and fund the coup with massive auction of illegal timber
Opinion: A green alternative to the BRI, by The third pole: https://bit.ly/3fCzyKS
Tackling Asia’s Plastic Pollution, by The ASEAN Post: https://bit.ly/3c8LoKC
SUNWAY: ASEAN’s Sustainable Smart City Builder, by The ASEAN Post: https://bit.ly/3c6eLwY
Netherlands court orders Shell (oil giant) to cut emissions, by BBC: https://bbc.in/2TtiMVT

Video News

- កុំព្យូទ័រជាតិប្រទេសអាមេរិក ប្រើពិធីប្រការិកក្នុងប្រទេសថៃ ដើម្បីបំផុតការប្រការិក-រហូតដល់: https://youtu.be/svCIx5s278Y
- Art Installation Calls Attention to Land Once Owned by Native Americans, by Now This: https://bit.ly/3fYstn1